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Monthly General Meeting: Friday January 13th 7:30 PM
“El Camino College Planetarium Show”

The December 2 Meeting
The El Camino College Astronomy Club held a public meeting in the Planetarium this evening, so the South Bay
Astronomical Society joined this event. Dr. Susan Stolovy of the El Camino College astronomy department began
the meeting at 7:03 by introducing Shimonee Kadakia, who gave a presentation about NASA’s Artemis missions.
The Artemis 1 mission to the Moon was launched on November 16, and its 25-day mission is to orbit the Moon and
return safely to Earth. It is unmanned, but has three manikins (whimsically dubbed ‘Moonikins’) that are being
monitored for radiation exposure and physical trauma. Artemis 2 will send three astronauts around the Moon, and
Artemis 3 will send two astronauts to the lunar South Pole for a week to search for sources of water, perhaps as
soon as 2025. In Greek mythology, Artemis was the sister of Apollo, and the Artemis 3 mission will return astronauts
to the Moon for the first time since the Apollo program ended.
We were then treated to a thirty-minute planetarium show, introducing the public to the story behind such
constellation figures as Perseus and Cassiopeia. The upcoming occultation of Mars by the Moon was demonstrated,
and the audience murmured appreciatively when the dark night sky was shown to them, without the interference of
light pollution.
Eugene Randle, the president of the El Camino Astronomy Club, then described some of the Club’s recent activities,
including observing trips to Joshua Tree and Pyramid Lake, and a daytime visit to the Griffith Observatory. The
audience was given diffraction gratings to view the emission lines of hydrogen, neon, oxygen and helium. A second
demonstration showed how parallel lines of laser light could be refracted by lenses and reflected by mirrors, creating
light rays that come to a focus, as occurs in telescopes.
The meeting ended with a showing of some astrophotographs by the College professors and club members, some
of very high quality even though they were taken under the light-polluted skies of the College neighborhood. The
audience of 45 was well-entertained by the meeting, which ended at 8:50.
-Dr. Steven Morris
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This article is distributed by NASA Night Sky Network
The Night Sky Network program supports astronomy clubs across the USA. Visit
nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov to find local clubs, events, and more!

Spot the Messenger: Observe Mercury
David Prosper
Most planets are easy to spot in the night sky, but have you spotted Mercury? Nicknamed the Messenger for
its speed across the sky, Mercury is also the closest planet to the Sun. Its swift movements close to our Sun
accorded it special importance to ancient observers, while also making detailed study difficult. However, recent
missions to Mercury have resulted in amazing discoveries, with more to come.
Mercury can be one of the brightest planets in the sky – but also easy to miss! Why is that? Since it orbits so
close to the Sun, observing Mercury is trickier than the rest of the “bright planets” in our solar system: Venus, Mars,
Jupiter, and Saturn. Mercury always appears near our Sun from our Earth-bound point of view, making it easy to
miss in the glare of the Sun or behind small obstructions along the horizon. That’s why prime Mercury viewing
happens either right before sunrise or right after sunset; when the Sun is blocked by the horizon, Mercury’s shine
can then briefly pierce the glow of twilight. Mercury often appears similar to a “tiny Moon” in a telescope since, like
fellow inner planet Venus, it shows distinct phases when viewed from Earth! Mercury’s small size means a telescope
is needed to observe its phases since they can’t be discerned with your unaided eye. Safety warning: If you want to
observe Mercury with your telescope during daytime or before sunrise, be extremely careful: you don’t want the
Sun to accidentally enter your telescope’s field of view. As you may already well understand, this is extremely
dangerous and can not only destroy your equipment, but permanently blind you as well! That risk is why NASA does
not allow space telescopes like Hubble or the JWST to view Mercury or other objects close to the Sun, since even
the tiniest error could destroy billions of dollars of irreplaceable equipment.
Despite being a small and seemingly barren world, Mercury is full of interesting features. It’s one of the four
rocky (or terrestrial) planets in our solar system, along with Earth, Venus, and Mars. Mercury is the smallest planet in
our solar system and also possesses the most eccentric, or non-circular, orbit of any planet as well: during a
Mercurian year of 88 Earth days, the planet orbits between 29 million and 43 million miles from our Sun – a 14million-mile difference! Surprisingly, Mercury is not the hottest planet in our solar system, despite being closest to
the Sun; that honor goes to Venus, courtesy its thick greenhouse shroud of carbon dioxide. Since Mercury lacks a
substantial atmosphere and the insulating properties a layer of thick air brings to a planet, its temperature swings
wildly between a daytime temperature of 800 degrees Fahrenheit (427 degrees Celsius) and -290 degrees
Fahrenheit (-179 degrees Celsius) at night. Similar to our Moon, evidence of water ice is present at Mercury’s poles,
possibly hiding in the frigid permanent shadows cast inside a few craters. Evidence for ice on Mercury was first
detected by radar observations from Earth, and followup observations from NASA’s MESSENGER mission added
additional strong evidence for its presence. Mercury sports a comet-like tail made primarily of sodium which has
been photographed by skilled astrophotographers. The tail results from neutral atoms in its thin atmosphere being
pushed away from Mercury by pressure from the nearby Sun’s radiation.
NASA’s Mariner 10 was Mercury’s first robotic explorer, flying by three times between 1974-1975. Decades
later, NASA’s MESSENGER first visited Mercury in 2008, flying by three times before settling into an orbit in 2011.
MESSENGER thoroughly studied and mapped the planet before smashing into Mercury at mission’s end in 2015.
Since MESSENGER, Mercury was briefly visited by BepiColombo, a joint ESA/JAXA probe, which first flew by in
2021 and is expected to enter orbit in 2025 - after completing six flybys. Need more Mercury in your life? Check out
NASA’s discoveries and science about Mercury at solarsystem.nasa.gov/mercury/, and visit the rest of the universe
at nasa.gov.
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Mercury reaches maximum western elongation on the morning of January 30, which means that your best chance to
spot it is right before sunrise that day! Look for Mercury towards the southeast and find the clearest horizon you can.
Observers located in more southern latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere have an advantage when observing Mercury
as it will be a bit higher in the sky from their location, but it’s worth a try no matter where you live. Binoculars will help
pick out Mercury’s elusive light from the pre-dawn glow of the Sun. Image created with assistance from Stellarium
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Mercury is hot, small, and heavily cratered across its gray surface, as seen in this image from NASA
MESSENGER. Mercury is the most heavily cratered planet in our solar system, since it lacks either a substantial
atmosphere or geologic activity to erode surface features like craters - similar in certain aspects to the surface of
our own Moon.
Credit: NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Source:
https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/resources/439/mercurys-subtle-colors/
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On rare occasion, Earthbound observers can observe Mercury, like Venus, transiting the Sun.
Mercury frequently travels between Earth and the Sun, but only rarely does the geometry of all
three bodies line up to allow observers from Earth to view Mercury’s tiny shadow as it crosses our
star’s massive disc. You can see one such event in this photo taken by Laurie Ansorge of the
Westminster Astronomical Society on November 11, 2019. If you missed it, set a reminder for
Mercury’s next transit: November 13, 2032.
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We normally meet on the first Friday of each month
at 7:30 p.m. in the Planetarium at El Camino College
(16007 Crenshaw Bl. In Torrance). If the first Friday
is on or close to a holiday, we usually defer the
meeting until the second Friday of the month. The
Planetarium is on the south side of Manhattan Beach
Blvd., one block west of Crenshaw Blvd. (near the
center of the map at left).

San Diego
Fwy (405)

Harbor Fwy
(110)

Crenshaw
Blvd

The planetarium is the only round, domed building on
campus. There is on-street parking, and we can often
use campus parking: check inside to see if you need
a FREE parking permit for your car.

We enjoy the planetarium facilities through the courtesy of the El Camino College Administration and have several
faculty members of the Astronomy Department as members of our Club. Our meetings always include an informal
opening, when new attendees are invited to introduce themselves and let us know about their interests in
astronomy. Members share their latest news and observations at this time. The rest of the evening is devoted to
guest speakers, who range from amateur astronomers to professional astronomers to representatives from local
aerospace companies to college professors. We are fortunate to have all these talented people in our area, willing to
come and talk to us.
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Monthly Planning Meeting
Committee members (and anyone else with an interest in Society activities) meet each month, usually on the
Monday following the general meeting. Meetings are sometimes rescheduled due to travel and other circumstances.
Exact date and time of each month’s meeting will be announced in the monthly meeting. The October planning
meeting will be held at the home of TBA.

SBAS Dues
Month Join/Due

Member
(Family)

January

_$40.00

$25.00

Dec

February

_$36.67

$22.92

Dec

March

_$33.33

$18.75

Dec

April

_$30.00

$20.83

Dec

May

$26.67

$18.75

Dec

June

_$23.33

$16.67

Dec

July

_$20.00

$14.58

Dec

August

_$16.67

$12.50

Dec

September

_$13.33

$10.42

Dec

October

_$10.00

$8.33

Dec

November

_$6.67

$6.25

Dec

Student Expires

To simplify the dues, we suggest that all membership expire in December. Dues are $40.00/year ($25.00/year for
students) and expire on December 31, of the current year. The First Light is now only available via email notification
and on our web site. Make checks payable to the South Bay Astronomical Society. Dues may be paid at the general
meeting or mailed to:

South Bay Astronomical Society
Attn: Gary Inouye
P.O. Box 1244
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

SBAS Membership Benefits
Contact Greg Benecke for magazine subscriptions at club rates: “Sky & Telescope” $32.95 and “Astronomy”
$34.00/1 year or $60.00/2 years!
Note: S&T subscribers at the club rate renew their subscriptions by mailing their renewal notice and check or calling
the 800# on the renewal notice.
Only new subscribers or subscribers converting their subscription to the club rate need to contact Arnie or send a
check to the PO Box. Astronomy subscriptions and renewals still go through Arnie or via the PO Box.
Astronomy Technology Today has become a digital only magazine. They have stated that current print subscribers
will continue to be able to access digital issues without any cost. New subscribers should check their website for
ordering details and subscription costs (www.astronomytechnologytoday.com).

Online Subscribe/Renew Instructions Astronomy Magazine
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US Subscription Rate:

1 year/12 Issues…..$34.00
2 years/24 issues….$60.00
3 years/36 Issues….$85.95
This year, there is an additional option for club member to order or renew. If you prefer, you can complete your
individual transaction online with a credit card. Please follow the instructions below:
1) Go to www.astronomy.com/promo
2) When prompted for the promotion code, type in your club’s unique offer code “RCLUB165” and click the
“Get Offer” button.
3) Select the order term (1 year, 2 years, or 3 years).
4) Enter your name, address and credit card information. Please note: you do not need to enter the promotion
code a second time on this order page. That entry field can be disregarded.
5) Click on the “Submit” button. You will receive a confirmation page immediately. Please print this page for
your records.
If you have any questions, call one of our Customer Service Representatives at 1-800-533-6644, Monday – Friday
8:30 AM – 4:30 PM CT. Outside the US and Canada, please call 262-796-8776.

Astronomical League Observing Clubs
All SBAS members in good standing are also members of the Astronomical League and are eligible to participate in
the League’s Observing Clubs. The Astronomical League provides many different observing programs (clubs).
These programs are designed to provide a direction for your observations and to provide a goal. The programs have
certificates and pins to recognize the observers’ accomplishments and for demonstrating their observing skills with a
variety of instruments and objects. For more information, go to:
http://www.astroleague.org/observing.html.

New Free Astronomy Technology Today Subscription Offer
Astronomy Technology Today offers a free 12-month online subscription for members. Go to the following URL for
instructions on how to subscribe: http://www.cnyo.org/2016/02/01/12-free-months-of-astronomy-technology-todaytellem-cnyo-or-your-own-club-sent-you/

Outreach Events
Edison Elementary – On Friday evening, December 9th, club members Gerry Stowe, Larry Kinney, Ken Lehmer
and his daughter Anna, and Steve Pedersen brought their scopes to Edison Elementary school in Torrance.
Predicted to be cloudy, the evening turned out to be beautifully clear with amazingly stable seeing. The school was
having an Astronomy and Movie Night. Early in the evening was the astronomy show with telescope viewing.
Afterwards, the school present the movie “ The Grinch” projected on a portable screen on the playground.
Prime targets for the evening were the planets Jupiter, Saturn and Mars. The Moon rose later in the evening and
some visitors were able to view it. The seeing was so stable that I was able to show people Jupiter’s Great Red
Spot with my Nexstar11. Saturn’s rings were real crowd pleasers. At least 3 moons of Saturn were visible. Mars,
when it finally rose higher in the sky was sharply detailed. Dark mare areas were visible in the southern
hemisphere. According to the Mars Profiler on the Sky & Telescope website, these were Mare Tyrhenneum, Mare
Cimmerium and Mare Sirenum.
Among other items we were able to show were the globular cluster M15, the open cluster M45, the colored double
star Almach in Andromeda and the carbon star T Lyra.
It was a fun night for everyone!
-
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Palos Verdes 4H Club – On Monday evening, December 19th, club members, Ken Lehmer, Steve Pedersen and
Ken Munson set their scopes up at Christmas Tree Cove on the west end of the Palos Verdes Peninsula to do a star
party for the Palos Verdes 4H Club. The weather, which had been good earlier in the day seemed to take a bad turn
in late afternoon with light cloud cover moving in from the west. Luckily, the clouds moved in a most northwest to
southeast direction so we had only occasional clouds drifting overhead. The seeing was pretty stable which allowed
us to set a lot of good detail on Jupiter and Saturn.
Due to illnesses and midterm finals, a number of the 4H families were unable to make it to the star party. Christie
Beadle and her son Jonas and TBD and his son Trainor(?) were the only ones to be there. We did have some folks
from the neighborhood drop by to take a look so we did end up having a small crowd at the telescopes. Being such
a small group, though, had its advantages. We were able to show off a larger range of objects to everyone there
instead of just concentrating on just a few items.
We were able to treat our guests to the sights of Jupiter and its 4 big moons, all in a line with 3 on one side and one
on the other side of Jupiter. Saturn and its large moon, Titan off to one side and smaller Rhea just off the south
pole. Distant Neptune was just a tiny blue dot, barely distinguishable as a disk. Uranus was much more noticeable
for its light green disk. Mars was still magnificent with dark markings in the south and a small polar cap visible in the
north.
Leaving the solar system, we moved on into stars (T Lyra, always a beautiful carbon star), Almach (a pretty blue and
orange colored double star system), NGC 457 (The ET or Owl Cluster), globular cluster M2, planetary nebulas M27
and M57, M31 (the Andromeda Galaxy) and finally, ending the evening with a look at the magnificent M42, the Great
Orion Nebula. So, in the space of one evening, our guest got to span the range from the birth of stars to the deaths
of stars.
The hot chocolate and cookies that they brought to the party were greatly appreciated!
-

Ken Munson

Observing Reports
Harbor City – On Wednesday evening, December 7th, I set up my telescope on my front lawn to watch the
occultation of Mars. It had been a long time since I’d last seen a planetary occultation (a daytime occultation of
Venus) and I was looking forward to this since Mars was almost at opposition. Clouds early in the day seemed a
portent of unstable skies following the bad weather the previous weekend. As it turned it, the sky was incredibly
stable with the best seeing conditions I’ve had in ages.
As I finished setting up, I used Jupiter and Saturn as initial alignment points and then hopped to a couple of stars on
opposite sides of the sky to get a more refined alignment. I then went back to Jupiter and really looked at it. I must
have finally gotten my telescope collimation sorted out. That last tweak I’d done a few weeks ago plus the very
stable sky allowed me to see detail on Jupiter that I hadn’t seen for a long time. The Great Red Spot had transited
maybe 30-45 minutes before but was still visible as it neared the edge. Unlike the previous times, the GRS was very
clearly visible and a more noticeable reddish color. I didn’t need a filter to make it stand out.
Saturn was also spectacular. I was able to see 4 moons easily and the Cassini Division was very sharp.
Then it was back to Mars and the Moon. I had to wait until Mars cleared a nearby tree before I could see it clearly.
Even low on the horizon it was better than I normally saw it. No longer just a watery blob there was actual surface
detail visible! I rigged my Nexstar11 for doing imaging with my Neximage5 planetary camera and waited until Mars
was close to the edge of the Moon. As luck would have it, I’d slightly misjudged how fast the Moon was moving. I’d
planned to take about 3 videos (since I have to specify the number of frames). As the first video capture was rolling
Mars was just starting to pass behind the Moon. In the time it took me to hit the record button again, Mars was
already halfway gone. That second video caught the last glimpse of Mars as it disappeared. Really neat to see the
Moon moving like that. Normally, you don’t perceive it.
While Mars was behind the Moon, a neighbor, Fallyn, came by on her evening walk. She stopped to ask what was
going on. So, I showed her the Moon, even letting her take a picture with her cell phone via the NexYZ adapter.
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After that, I showed her Jupiter and Saturn. She was really excited to have gotten to see such things.
When Mars reappeared, I was watching visually. By this time, an hour later, the Moon and Mars were higher in the
sky and it was even clearer and sharper.
The detail I could see on Mars was just
stunning! I could easily see Mare
Tyrhenneum, and Mare Sirenum and the
north polar cap. Or maybe the polar cap
was really clouds. When I put my light
blue filter in, the blue area at the top of
Mars was much more pronounced.
I did some checking of my GoTo capability
using the laptop to drive the scope.
Although I didn’t do as much as I might on
a night in the Mojave, I was pleased that it
worked better than it has in the last year.
All my computer-driven GoTos were
accomplished without fail. Also, the power
issues I’d had with my DC inverter seemed
to have been solved. A very successful evening.
I was packing things up by 9:30 PM. I noticed how much dew had collected on almost every surface except the
laptop and telescope optics. Looks like my dew heater on the scope it working really well. As I dried the dew off all
my equipment boxes, I thought of how nobody seems to have come up with a numerical scale for dew levels like we
have for magnitudes, seeing, etc. I suppose if someone did, it’d be on a scale of 1-10 and would have to be called
the Dewy Decimal System.
-
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Useful and Interesting Astronomy Websites
Website
http://www.calsky.com/

https://www.aavso.org/
http://www.cleardarksky.com/csk/prov/California_clocks.html

http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi

http://heavens-above.com
http://www.lunar-occultations.com/iota/iotandx.htm

http://pictures.ed-morana.com/ISSTransits/predictions/

http://www.aerith.net/comet/weekly/current.html

http://sohowww.nascom.nasa.gov/

Description
A useful site for planning an evening's star
gazing if you don't have your own
planetarium software.
Information for observers with an interest
in tracking variable stars.
Good site to check to know what the
weather will be like where you might be
planning on going.
Great site to use when you want to find a
new comet or asteroid that isn't already in
your planetarium software's list. See the
Ephemeris Generator file on the SBAS
Yahoo group site for instructions.
NASA website for generating an ephemeris
for any solar system object from any point
on the Earth’s surface.
Check this site to find out what satellites
are visible in your sky.
Website for the International Occultation
Timing Association. Good place to find
information on asteroid occultations of
background stars.
Find out when the ISS will transit in front
of the Sun or Moon as seen from your
location.
Weekly information on bright comets.
Good place to learn where there are bright
comets to be seen. Refer to the Horizons
website above to generate ephemerides.
See the sun in ways you might never have
imagined! You can even create your own
movies of the sun in different the different
frequencies imaged by the SOHO
spacecraft.

Black Holes in Eccentric Orbit
Science Daily – 18 November 2022 - When black holes collide in the universe, the clash shakes up space and
time: the amount of energy released during the merger is so great that it causes space-time to oscillate, similar to
waves on the surface of water. These gravitational waves spread out through the entire universe and can still be
measured thousands of light years away, as was the case on 21 May 2019, when the two gravitational wave
observatories LIGO (USA) and Virgo (Italy) captured such a signal. Named GW190521 after the date of its
discovery, the gravitational wave event has since provoked discussion among experts because it differs markedly
from previously measured signals.
The signal had initially been interpreted to mean that the collision involved two black holes moving in near-circular
orbits around each other. "Such binary systems can be created by a number of astrophysical processes," explains
Prof. Sebastiano Bernuzzi, a theoretical physicist from the University of Jena, Germany. Most of the black holes
discovered by LIGO and Virgo, for example, are of stellar origin. "That means they are the remnants of massive
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stars in binary star systems," adds Bernuzzi, who led the current study. Such black holes orbit each other in quasicircular orbits, just as the original stars did previously.
One black hole captures a second
"GW190521 behaves significantly differently, however," explains Rossella Gamba. The lead author of the publication
is doing her doctorate in Jena Research Training Group 2522 and is part of Bernuzzi's team. "Its morphology and
explosion-like structure are very different from previous observations." So, Rossella Gamba and her colleagues set
out to find an alternative explanation for the unusual gravitational wave signal. Using a combination of state-of-theart analytical methods and numerical simulations on supercomputers, they calculated different models for the cosmic
collision. They came to the conclusion that it must have occurred on a strongly eccentric path instead of a quasicircular one. A black hole initially moves freely in an environment that is relatively densely filled with matter and, as
soon as it gets close to another black hole, it can be "captured" by the other's gravitational field. This also leads to
the formation of a binary system, but here the two black holes do not orbit in a circle, but move eccentrically, in
tumbling motions around each other.
"Such a scenario explains the observations much better than any other hypothesis presented so far. The probability
is 1:4300," says Matteo Breschi, doctoral student and co-author of the study, who developed the infrastructure for
the analysis. And postdoctoral researcher Dr Gregorio Carullo adds: "Even though we don't currently know exactly
how common such dynamic movements by black holes are, we don't expect them to be a frequent occurrence." This
makes the current results all the more exciting, he adds. Nevertheless, more research is needed to clarify beyond
doubt the processes that created GW190521.
Teamwork in the Research Training Group
For the current project, the teams in Turin and Jena (as part of the German Research Foundation-funded Jena
Research Training Group 2522 "Dynamics and Criticality in Quantum and Gravitational Systems") developed a
general relativistic framework for the eccentric merger of black holes and verified the analytical predictions using
simulations of Einstein's equations. For the first time, models of dynamic encounters were used in the analysis of
gravitational wave observation data.

Astronomers Observe Intra-Group Light -- The Elusive Glow
Between Distant Galaxies
23 November 2022 - An international team of astronomers have turned a new technique onto a group of galaxies
and the faint light between them -- known as 'intra-group light' -- to characterize the stars that dwell there.
Lead author of the study published in MNRAS, Dr Cristina Martínez-Lombilla from the School of Physics at UNSW
Science, said "We know almost nothing about intra-group light.
"The brightest parts of the intra-group light are ~50 times fainter than the darkest night sky on Earth. It is extremely
hard to detect, even with the largest telescopes on Earth -- or in space."
Using their sensitive technique, which eliminates light from all objects except that from the intra-group light, the
researchers not only detected the intra-group light but were able to study and tell the story of the stars that populate
it.
"We analyzed the properties of the intra-group stars -- those stray stars between the galaxy groups. We looked at
the age and abundance of the elements that composed them and then we compared those features with the stars
still belonging to galaxy groups," Dr Martínez-Lombilla said.
"We found that the intra-group light is younger and less metal-rich than the surrounding galaxies."
Rebuilding the story of intra-group light
Not only were the orphan stars in the intra-group light 'anachronistic' but they appeared to be of a different origin to
their closest neighbours. The researchers found the character of the intra-group stars appeared similar to the
nebulous 'tail' of a further away galaxy.
The combination of these clues allowed the researchers to rebuild the history -- the story -- of the intra-group light
and how its stars came to be gathered in their own stellar orphanage.
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"We think these individual stars were at some points stripped from their home galaxies and now they float freely,
following the gravity of the group," said Dr Martínez-Lombilla. "The stripping, called tidal stripping, is caused by the
passage of massive satellite galaxies -- similar to the Milky Way -- that pull stars in their wake."
This is the first time the intra-group light of these galaxies has been observed.
"Unveiling the quantity and origin of the intra-group light provides a fossil record of all the interactions a group of
galaxies has undergone and provides a holistic view of the system's interaction history," Dr Martínez-Lombilla said.
"Also, these events occurred a long time ago. The galaxies [we're looking at] are so far away, that we're observing
them as they were 2.5 billion years ago. That is how long it takes for their light to reach us."
By observing events from a long time ago, in galaxies so far away, the researchers are contributing vital datapoints
to the slow-burning evolution of cosmic events.
Tailored image treatment procedure
The researchers pioneered a unique technique to achieve this penetrating view.
"We have developed a tailored image treatment procedure that allows us to analyse the faintest structures in the
Universe," said Dr Martínez-Lombilla.
"It follows the standard steps for the study of faint structures in astronomical images -- which implies 2D modelling
and the removal of all light except that coming from the intra-group light. This includes all the bright stars in the
images, the galaxies obscuring the intra-group light and a subtraction of the continuum emission from the sky.
"What makes our technique different is that it is fully Python-based so it is very modular and easily applicable to
different sets of data from different telescopes rather than being just useful for these images.
"The most important outcome is that when studying very faint structures around galaxies, every step in the process
counts and every undesirable light should be accounted for and removed. Otherwise, your measurements will be
wrong.
The techniques presented in this study are a pilot, encouraging future analyses of intra-group light, Dr MartínezLombilla said.
"Our main long-term goal is to extend these results to a large sample of group of galaxies. Then we can look at
statistics and find out the typical properties regarding the formation and evolution of the intra-group light and these
extremely common systems of groups of galaxies.
"This is key work for preparing the next generation of deep all-sky surveys such as those to be performed with the
Euclid space telescope and the LSST with the Vera C. Rubin Observatory."

Hubble Detects Ghostly Glow Surrounding Our Solar
System
Science Daily - 9 December 2022 - Imagine walking into a room at night, turning out all the lights and closing the
shades. Yet an eerie glow comes from the walls, ceiling, and floor. The faint light is barely enough to see your hands
before your face, but it persists. Sounds like a scene out of "Ghost Hunters?" No, for astronomers this is the real
deal. But looking for something that's close to nothing is not easy.
One possible explanation is that a shell of dust envelops our solar system all the way out to Pluto, and is reflecting
sunlight. Seeing airborne dust caught in sunbeams is no surprise when cleaning the house. But this must have a
more exotic origin. Because the glow is so smoothy distributed, the likely source is innumerable comets -- free-flying
dusty snowballs of ice. They fall in toward the Sun from all different directions, spewing out an exhaust of dust as the
ices sublimate due to heat from the Sun. If real, this would be a newly discovered architectural element of the solar
system. It has remained invisible until very imaginative and curious astronomers, and the power of Hubble, came
along.
Aside from a tapestry of glittering stars, and the glow of the waxing and waning Moon, the nighttime sky looks inky
black to the casual observer. But how dark is dark?
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To find out, astronomers decided to sort through 200,000 images from NASA's Hubble Space Telescope and made
tens of thousands of measurements on these images to look for any residual background glow in the sky, in an
ambitious project called SKYSURF. This would be any leftover light after subtracting the glow from planets, stars,
galaxies, and from dust in the plane of our solar system (called zodiacal light).
When researchers completed this inventory, they found an exceedingly tiny excess of light, equivalent to the steady
glow of 10 fireflies spread across the entire sky. That's like turning out all the lights in a shuttered room and still
finding an eerie glow coming from the walls, ceiling, and floor.
The researchers say that one possible explanation for this residual glow is that our inner solar system contains a
tenuous sphere of dust from comets that are falling into the solar system from all directions, and that the glow is
sunlight reflecting off this dust. If real, this dust shell could be a new addition to the known architecture of the solar
system.
This idea is bolstered by the fact that in 2021 another team of astronomers used data from NASA's New Horizons
spacecraft to also measure the sky background. New Horizons flew by Pluto in 2015, and a small Kuiper belt object
in 2018, and is now heading into interstellar space. The New Horizons measurements were done at a distance of 4
billion to 5 billion miles from the Sun. This is well outside the realm of the planets and asteroids where there is no
contamination from interplanetary dust.
New Horizons detected something a bit fainter that is apparently from a more distant source than Hubble detected.
The source of the background light seen by New Horizons also remains unexplained. There are numerous theories
ranging from the decay of dark matter to a huge unseen population of remote galaxies.
"If our analysis is correct there's another dust component between us and the distance where New Horizons made
measurements. That means this is some kind of extra light coming from inside our solar system," said Tim Carleton,
of Arizona State University (ASU).
"Because our measurement of residual light is higher than New Horizons, we think it is a local phenomenon that is
not from far outside the solar system. It may be a new element to the contents of the solar system that has been
hypothesized but not quantitatively measured until now," said Carleton.
Hubble veteran astronomer Rogier Windhorst, also of ASU, first got the idea to assemble Hubble data to go looking
for any "ghost light." "More than 95% of the photons in the images from Hubble's archive come from distances less
than 3 billion miles from Earth. Since Hubble's very early days, most Hubble users have discarded these skyphotons, as they are interested in the faint discrete objects in Hubble's images such as stars and galaxies," said
Windhorst. "But these sky-photons contain important information which can be extracted thanks to Hubble's unique
ability to measure faint brightness levels to high precision over its three decades of lifetime."
A number of graduate and undergraduate students contributed to project SKYSURF, including Rosalia O'Brien,
Delondrae Carter and Darby Kramer at ASU, Scott Tompkins at the University of Western Australia, Sarah Caddy at
Macquarie University in Australia, and many others.

Discovering Rare Red Spiral Galaxy Population from Early
Universe with the James Webb Space Telescope
Science Daily – 13 December 2022 - Spiral galaxies represent one of the most spectacular features in our
universe. Among them, spiral galaxies in the distant universe contain significant information about their origin and
evolution. However, we have had a limited understanding of these galaxies due to them being too distant to study in
detail. "While these galaxies were already detected among the previous observations using NASA's Hubble Space
Telescope and Spitzer Space Telescope, their limited spatial resolution and/or sensitivity did not allow us to study
their detailed shapes and properties," explains Junior Researcher Yoshinobu Fudamoto from Waseda University in
Japan, who has been researching galaxies' evolution.
Now, NASA's James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) has taken things to the next level. In its very first imaging of
the galaxy cluster, SMACS J0723.3-7327, JWST has managed to capture infrared images of a population of red
spiral galaxies at an unprecedented resolution, revealing their morphology in detail!
Against this backdrop, in a recent article published in The Astrophysical Journal Letters on 21 October 2022, a team
of researchers comprising Junior Researcher Yoshinobu Fudamoto, Prof. Akio K. Inoue, and Dr. Yuma Sugahara
from Waseda University, Japan, has revealed surprising insights into these red spiral galaxies. Among the several
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red spiral galaxies detected, the researchers focused on the two most extremely red galaxies, RS13 and RS14.
Using spectral energy distribution (SED) analysis, the researchers measured the distribution of energy over wide
wavelength range for these galaxies. The SED analysis revealed that these red spiral galaxies belong to the early
universe from a period known as the "cosmic noon" (8-10 billion years ago), which followed the Big Bang and the
"cosmic dawn." Remarkably, these are among the farthest known spiral galaxies till date.
Rare, red spiral galaxies account for only 2% of the galaxies in the local universe. This discovery of red spiral
galaxies in the early universe, from the JWST observation covering only an insignificant fraction of space, suggests
that such spiral galaxies existed in large numbers in the early universe.
The researchers further
discovered that one of
the red spiral galaxies,
RS14, is a "passive"
(not forming stars) spiral
galaxy, contrary to the
intuitive expectation that
galaxies in the early
universe
would
be
actively forming stars.
This detection of a
passive spiral galaxy in
the JWST's limited field
of view is particularly
surprising,
since
it
suggests
that
such
passive spiral galaxies
could also exist in large
numbers in the early
universe.
Overall, the findings of
this study significantly
enhance our knowledge
about
red
spiral
galaxies,
and
the
universe as a whole.
"Our study showed for
the first time that
passive spiral galaxies
could be abundant in
the
early
universe.
While this paper is a
pilot study about spiral
galaxies in the early
universe,
confirming
and expanding upon
this study would largely
influence our understanding of the formation and evolution of galactic morphologies," concludes Fudamoto.
James Webb Space Telescope First Deep Field
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Schedule of Coming Events
Date

Event

29 December

First Quarter Moon

3 January

Quadrantids Meteor Shower Peak

The Quadrantids (QUA) are a meteor that peaks in early January and
whose radiant lies in the constellation Bootes. The Zenithal Hourly Rate (ZHR) of this
shower can be as high as that of two other reliably rich meteor showers (120/hour), the
Perseids in August and the Geminids in December, yet Quadrantid meteors are not
seen as often as those of the two other showers because the time frame of the peak is
exceedingly narrow, sometimes lasting only hours. Moreover, the meteors are quite
faint, with mean apparent magnitudes between 3.0 and 6.0.
4 January

Earth at Perihelion – Closest Approach to the Sun

6 January

Full Moon

9 January
Monday Night
7:30 PM

Monthly Planning Meeting
See directions on Page 4.

10 January
Smith Elementary Star Party
Tuesday Evening
4521 W. 147th Street, Lawndale
13 January
Monthly General Meeting
Friday Night 7:30 Topic: El Camino College Planetarium Show
PM
Speaker: TBD
14 January

Third Quarter Moon

14 January
Saturday
Evening

In-Town Observing Session at Christmas Tree Cove

21 January

New Moon

21 January

Out-of-Town Observing Session

Located at the west end of Palos Verdes Peninsula at the intersection of Via Neve and
Paseo Del Mar. Reached from PV West, turn on Via Anacapa then turn left on Via Sola and
left again on Via Neve.

Contact Ken Munson for a location.
27 January
Friday Evening

Catskill Avenue Elementary Star Party
23536 Catskill Ave, Carson.

30 January

Moon Occults Mars
Mars will pass behind the moon at about 8:33 PM and reappear at about 9:29 PM
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South Bay Astronomical Society

*********
Next General Meeting at El Camino College Planetarium
Friday, January 13th 7:30 PM
“TBD”
TBD

*********

South Bay Astronomical Society
P.O. Box 1244
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
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